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ABSTRACT 

 

How does ethnography come to terms with our current “global condition”? 

Being a method characterized by its in-depth knowledge of a bounded space, how 

does ethnography cope with a world scale? How does the “global condition” 

affect the definitions of key ethnographic concepts? In this article, I first 

reconstruct ethnographic debates regarding the status of “the global,” showing 

how ethnography can contribute to a more nuanced understanding of the binary 

global/local. Then I review two projects that study global processes from an 

ethnographic point of view: multi-site ethnography (Marcus 1995) and global 

ethnography (Burawoy et al. 2000). I compare these two approaches along four 

dimensions: site, context, research design and reflexivity. I argue that while 

multi-site ethnography and global ethnography are often used interchangeably, 

each ultimately presents distinctive answers to key questions for the ethnographic 

study of global processes.  
 
 
INTRODUCTION 

 

If we think of ethnography as a method practiced in a delimited geographical space by engaging 
in face-to-face interactions, it is hard to imagine how such a “micro-oriented” perspective may 
render significant insights on something as wide as “the world.” Imagined in those terms, the 
encounter between ethnography and “the global” poses nothing but an oxymoron:   
 

After all, in anthropology, we stereotypically picture the lone ethnographer 
settled in his or her village, itself isolated from the world around. In sociology, 
we think of the ethnographer as the specialist of face-to-face relations or of 
situational analysis, but with the context firmly bracketed. (Burawoy 2001:147)  

 
How do ethnographers deal with this problem of scale? How can an “intimate” method 

such as ethnography observe processes spanning the globe?  Despite the oxymoronic nature of the 
enterprise, a series of scholars have analyzed global processes ethnographically (e.g. Ferguson 

                                                 
1 I am grateful to Eileen Otis, Javier Auyero and Tim Moran for their critical comments on an 
earlier version of this paper. Any mistakes and omissions are mine.  
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1994; Goldman 2001; Hannerz 1996, 2003; Comaroff and Comaroff 2003; Tsing 2005; Englund 
2002) engaging cultural analyses of globalization and transnationalism (e.g. Kearney 1995; 
Appadurai 1996; Mintz 1998; Amselle 2002; Ong and Collier 2005). In this article I concentrate 
on the theoretical and epistemological debates surrounding ethnographic analyses of global 
processes by posing two main questions about ethnographic research on “globalization:”2 How do 
ethnographers understand global processes? How does the “global condition” affect traditional 
definitions ethnographic research? How can we understand fieldwork and its concomitant 
theoretical and epistemological problems in the light of our “global condition?” To address these 
questions, in the first part of the paper I analyze how ethnographers have solved the conundrum 
of using a method traditionally performed in small scale societies to address the global. I pay 
particular attention to ethnographers’ criticisms of analyses of “the global” grounded in an over-
deterministic political economy. I then examine how these ethnographers resolve the global/local 
binarisms that inform so many studies on global processes. Then, in the second part of the paper, 
I scrutinize two contrasting perspectives: multi-site ethnography (MSE) and global ethnography 
(GE). I concentrate on MSE and GE because they represent well-articulated and predominating 
methodological approaches to the study of globalization. While others have investigated the 
global from an ethnographic perspective, they do not propose a broader framework suitable for 
adoption by other researchers, as MSE and GE have done. I closely compare the ways in which 
MSE and GE approach four key issues in the ethnographic study of globalization: sites, context, 
research design and reflexivity. Although the analysis of these terms does not exhaust the 
possible lines of inquiry, they are the major methodological arenas in which ethnographers 
confront the challenges of incorporating an analysis of global processes. They all point out to 
emergent problems of ethnographic research regarding fieldwork and the production of theory 
and texts (e.g. Clifford and Marcus 1986; Van Maanen 1995; Strathern 1995; Amit 2000).  
 
 
TAPPING ON THE OXYMORON 

 
Can ethnography help achieve a better understanding of global processes? In this section, I 
discuss how ethnographers3 have conceptualized “the global” by addressing two interrelated 
problems. First, I will show how ethnographers have developed an alternative perspective on 
globalization by reviewing their major critiques of analyses of global processes rooted in political 
economic, organizational and sociological research. Second, I reconstruct the debates within 
ethnography regarding how we theorize and represent “globalization” in ethnographic terms, 
focusing on how ethnographers overcome the much criticized global/local binary.   

Ethnographic perspectives had criticized conceptions grounded in political science and 
sociology that see the world in terms of diffusion of institutional models and patterns (e.g. Meyer 

                                                 
2 I use the word globalization with quotation marks assuming that it is a twofold phenomenon of 
both processes in the “real world” and an ideological or cultural construct. Here I understand 
“globalization” as the increased density of interactions across boundaries and between institutions 
that produce, reward and regulate those interactions.  
3 Under “ethnographers” I conflate a variety of scholars that share a methodological approach 
dominant in anthropology but with critical contributions of sociology, geography and other social 
sciences.    
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et al. 1997) and/or in terms of “second modernity” (Giddens 1990). These ideas have one too 
many points of connection with “modernization” and its assumptions of universal institutional 
convergence to pass unnoticed from a cultural perspective (Tsing 2000). Ethnographers of the 
global point to the shortcomings of institutional frameworks of diffusion to consider the role of 
power in the global adoption of specific institutional models. Likewise, while notions of 
“structuration” (Giddens 1990) usefully conceptualize globalization as both enabling and 
constraining process, they fail to specify who is enabled and who is constrained (Burawoy 
2000a). For some, the “privileged lifestyle of high-flying academics” overlooks how global 
processes are seen “from the underside” (Burawoy 2000b:337). “Global ethnographers” also take 
issue with teleological interpretations of global changes under recent capitalism. In those terms, 
most ethnographers of global processes seek an alternative to models that view globalization as 
dynamics that supposedly emanate from economically advanced centers and impose themselves 
as an external force on peripheries, with monolithic effects across spaces. Along these lines, 
global ethnographers find the interpretations of David Harvey (1989) and Frederic Jameson 
(1991) problematic to the extent that they trace the source of globalization to historical shifts in 
global capitalism that ultimately have homogeneous effects across different geographies. These 
grand theorists fail to identify how such processes are locally mediated with diverse effects on 
everyday life (Burawoy 2000).  

Indeed, such views also tend to present an evolutionary picture of capitalism (Tsing 
2005). Even at a global scale, capitalism is not a monolithic force; we should always bear in mind 
the paradoxical feature of capitalism: a social formation in continuous change that nevertheless 
maintains similar principles (Wallerstein 2004). Thus the assumption of a single world-capitalist 
system should not preclude questions about its heterogeneous formations and the diversity of 
projects involving global processes. In other words, we must resist the fallacy of globalism, i.e. 
the tendency to represent recent transformations in the world as processes given once and for all. 
Globalisms (“endorsements of the importance of the global”) need to be interrogated as a set of 
projects “with their distinctive cultural commitments and their powerful but limited presence in 
the world” (Tsing 2000:330, 353). Put another way, the theories that see recent transformations as 
the gateway of a “new global era” understand those changes as an all-encompassing uniformity, 
taking as an assumption what in fact should be the point of departure for inquiry. Along those 
lines, Anna Tsing has argued that “If globalization can be predicted in advance there is nothing to 
learn from research except how the details support the plan” (2005:3).  

As a method that requires immersion in a local setting and direct contact with informants, 
ethnography provides the ideal tools to investigate the diversities and heterogeneous 
manifestations of world-wide capitalism. By “ascending from the local to the global” an 
ethnographic gaze  avoids the perils of assuming “that one can characterize changes of the whole 
without examining changes of the parts or, to put it the other way round, that the secret of the part 
can be found in the whole” (Burawoy 2000b:343). By placing in the foreground the “passions and 
the stakes of global connection” we can avoid the “structures of self-fulfillment” promoted by 
neoliberal globalization and “immerse ourselves in the drama of uncertainty of global capitalism 
and transnational liberalism” (Tsing 2005:269). Approaching “globalization” from such an 
ethnographic perspective circumvents the persistent identification of the global with the universal 
and the local with the particular, a conflation of level of analysis and geographical scale (Gille 
and Ó Riain 2002:286). Scholars that propose a research agenda based on GE propose that in 
“multiscalar research we cannot identify a priori a dominant level of analysis. How do we identify 
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the limits of a community we are studying when the community is constituted across a variety of 
spatial scales (local, national, global, transnational, etc.)?” (Gille and Ó Riain 2002:286). As an 
ethnographic assumption, then, we should not take these projects and descriptions as natural “by 
assuming that the terms they offer us are true” (Tsing 2000:351), but rather, view them as diverse 
analytic lenses through which globalization is perceived, legitimated, and even constructed.  

What, then, can ethnography offer to research on the current “global condition”? An 
ethnographic focus and its “concern with concrete, lived experience can sharpen the abstractions 
of globalization theories into more precise and meaningful conceptual tools” (Burawoy et al.  
2000:xiv). Ethnographic studies of global process can help, for instance, to counterbalance the 
overemphasis on circulation of the “globalization” jargon.4 The buzzwords of flow and 
circulation, so often used in market models (Tsing 2000) and the emphasis in connections and 
mobility to describe global processes should not obscure the disconnection and irrelevance 
created by the same phenomena that inspires that language. An overemphasis on an imagery of 
connection leads Graeber to claim, “most anthropologists feel instantly uneasy with any 
formulation on globalization that even appears to cheerfully divide the world into those plugged 
in, and those not” (Graeber 2002:1223). Accordingly, some ethnographers have avoided a 
reification of mobility inspecting “the immobilities and experiences of confinement” produced by 
international practices (Navaro-Yashin 2003).5 In the same vein, others have argued that certain 
subjectivities have “escaped the discursive, productive constraints of globalization only because 
global forces have lacked the flexibility to capture and mobilize this subjectivity – it is not the 
heroism of resistance, but the abjection produced by a system that leaves people in those 
‘unprofitable’ zones crushed and forgotten” (Friedman 2007:423-424). 

Accordingly, the attention to connections, disconnections, juxtapositions, forces and 
associations does not imply a division of the world into “global” and “local” areas. The 
dichotomy global/local is deemed as highly problematic in the ethnographic literature on global 
processes. We can hardly see the local “as the stopping point of global circulations” since “if flow 
itself always involves making terrain, there can be no territorial distinctions between the ‘global’ 
transcending of place and the ‘local’ making of places” (Tsing 2000:338). Put another way, the 
distinction between “global” forces and “local” places, “draws us into globalist fantasies by 
obscuring the ways that the cultural processes of all ‘place’ making and all ‘force’ making are 
both local and global, that is, both socially and culturally particular and productive of widely 
spreading interactions” (Tsing 2000:352, original emphasis). Michael Burawoy poses this idea 
stating that “globalization is not a cause but an effect of processes in hierarchical chains that span 
the world. In this productivist perspective the global-local antinomy is itself misleading, for if 
something is global there can be nothing outside that is local” (2001:156-7). Accordingly, George 
Marcus asserts a similar idea proposing “a research design of juxtapositions in which the global is 

                                                 
4 “The distinct contribution of ethnography to debates on globalism lies in its capacity to show the 
actual limits of the fantasies that the globalist imagination produces and the reality of blockades 
amid global and transnational flows” (Englund 2002:263). 
5 Studying Northern Cyprus as a “no-man’s land” Navaro-Yashin makes the point that 
“Anthropologies of globalization in the model of Appadurai’s work fail to study the ways in 
which the very processes of transnationalism which supposedly promote mobility and flexibility, 
also engender the opposite: immobility, entrapment, confinement, incarceration” (Navaro-Yashin  
2003:108). 
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collapsed into and made an integral part of parallel, related local situations rather than something 
monolithic or external to them” (1995:102).   

Summing up, the literature focusing on “the global” from an ethnographic point of view 
seems to agree in that (1) “globalization” is a phenomena in the “real world” as much as it is a 
project (see also Holtzman 2004); i.e. analyses of global process usually intermingle descriptive 
and prescriptive elements; (2) we should not devise a sort of “division of labor” in which the 
global picture developed by macro-structural views is “filled in” by the ethnographic portrait of 
“the local”; and, following the latter, (3) the distinction global/local is schematic if not entirely 
misleading (see also Englund and Leach 2000). In short, the task of ethnography could not be 
considered as the description of local instances of global processes; however, ethnographic 
practice is always located. Ethnography is a method that depends on interaction, communication 
and participation in order to produce insightful contributions to social theory.  Thus, how do these 
ethnographic proposals regarding “global conditions” translate into fieldwork?  If processes are 
global, they can be found everywhere and therefore nowhere. Thus the question: “Where would 
one locate the global in order to study it?” (Tsing 2005:3). To address this inquiry, I turn now to 
the debates localizing the possibilities of ethnographic research in a global situation.  
  
 
ETHNOGRAPHIES OF THE GLOBAL ALONG FOUR DIMENSIONS  

 
How can we recognize “the global” in order to study “it”? Which approaches have been proposed 
for the ethnographic study of “globalization?” Which are their assumptions and shortcomings? 
How can we deal with the “lack of fit between the problems raised by a mobile, changing, 
globalizing world, on the one hand, and the resources provided by a method originally developed 
for studying supposedly small-scale societies, on the other” (Gupta and Ferguson 1997:3)? Two 
main strategies have been proposed to answer this question: on one hand, George Marcus’s multi-
site ethnography (MSE), a perspective emerging from the deconstruction of “realist ethnographic 
authority” (Stacey 1999:689). On the other hand, global ethnography (GE), actualizing the legacy 
of critical theory and invigorating it with “ethnographic flesh.” Although by now an extensive 
literature focuses on “globalization” from a sociological or anthropological perspective, I will 
focus here in MSE and GE since they are the most explicit answers given to how to use 
ethnography to analyze global processes. In the following pages, I develop a critical dialogue 
between MSE and GE comparing these perspectives along four sets of questions. First, what are 
the conceptions of “site(s)” in multi-sited and global ethnographies? What kind of field-site and 
fieldwork is envisioned in each of them? How do MSE and GE challenge traditional definitions 
of intense fieldwork in a delimited geographical area? Second, how do we determine the 
connections between the delimited spaces or communities entailed by the ethnographic research 
and the “external world”? Which kind of global phenomena can be captured through 
ethnography? Third, what kind of guidelines and orientations should we use for an ethnographic 
study of global processes? How do MSE and GE propose that ethnographers should collect data? 
Fourth, how do MSE and GE approach the ethnographer’s “intervention?” How can we 
incorporate the presence of the ethnographer as a dimension of the analysis? The aim of this 
discussion is to show that MSE and GE are sometimes used as interchangeable concepts but 
ultimately present distinctive answers to key questions for the ethnographic study of global 
processes.  
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Site(s) 

 
The contestation of the geographically bounded fieldsite as the sole object of the ethnographer’s 
practice is the founding principle of multi-sited ethnography. According to George Marcus, MSE 
“moves out from the single sites and local situations of conventional ethnographic research 
designs to examine the circulation of cultural meanings, objects, and identities in diffuse time-
space” (1995:96). By doing so, MSE develops  
 

de facto comparative dimensions…as a function of the fractured, discontinuous 
plane of movement and discovery among sites as one maps an object of study 
and need to posit logics of relationship, translation, and association among these 
sites. (Marcus 1995:102)  

 
The guidelines provided by Marcus to practice MSE are defined as “modes of 

construction” by which the ethnographer follows people (e.g. migrants), things (e.g. the 
circulation of commodities, money, gifts, etc.), metaphors (discourses and modes of thought), 
plots, stories and allegories (typically, studying social memory), as well as biographies or 
conflicts (Marcus 1995:105-110).6 The ethnographer reconstructs the site through the links she/he 
creates doing fieldwork and connecting the sites through the text and the arguments.  

 
Multi-site research is designed around chains, paths, threads, conjunctions, or 
juxtapositions of locations in which the ethnographer establishes some form of 
literal, physical presence, with an explicit, posited logic of association or 
connection among sites that in fact defines the argument of the ethnography. 
(Marcus 1995:105)  
 
This often quoted paragraph certainly captures one of the basic points of MSE: the field 

site is understood less in terms of a space and more as connections, a series of “shifting locations” 
(Clifford 1997). The site is thus not necessarily a concrete space but rather a series of sites 
connected by a common thread; sites are put together by the ethnographer’s argument. In such 
way, travel and mobility replace the classic ethnographic terms of dwelling and long-term 
fieldwork (Englund 2002.) As an example of multi-site research, Marcus quotes a project on 
violence in contemporary Colombia in which ethnography was practiced at two sites: among 
experts (“violentologists”) and in the Constitutional Court (Marcus 1998:21-25). Although the 
researcher attempts to justify the election of these two sites,7 some have argued that in MSE “the 
problem…is not finding a diversity of leads to follow, but rather finding a way to contain this 
multiplicity’ (Candea 2007:175). From a GE view, the problem with MSE lies in that “while 

                                                 
6 Also some single site ethnographies are reanalyzed by Marcus as “strategically situated,” on the 
grounds that they engage in an implicit comparison (the example is Paul Willis’s Learning to 

Labor [1977] that looks at boys in school assuming they will become workers).  
7 “I did not choose [those sites] for their structural similarities, or even for how they define 
networks of elites, but for the ways in which in its particular social manifestation and 
embeddedness defines possibilities for opening new public debates and terms of action in the 
consideration of the myriad forms and the past of violence in Colombia” (Marcus 1998:25).      
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finding connections is certainly not difficult, deciding which of them are worth pursuing seems 
somewhat arbitrary…[and] situations where clearly defined relations exists between two sites or 
across two scales are relatively rare” (Gille and Ó Riain 2002:286-287). For instance, the MSE 
strategy of “following the people” may be taken literally to study migrations, and an ethnographer 
can investigate migrants in their points of origin and destination. But if you take the example of 
“follow the metaphor”, how can you determine which traces of a discourse to follow? If a 
discourse is produced in multiple points of a network, how can we know which node of the chain 
is more relevant?  

From a GE perspective we cannot take sites literally, as Marcus seems to imply. We 
rather need to scrutinize how sites are produced, which politics of scale mold them and what 
hierarchies are (re)created in the process. GE thus proposes a research agenda to “replace abstract 
globalization with a grounded globalization that tries to understand not only the experience of 
globalization but also how that experience is produced in specific localities and how that 
productive process is a contested and thus a political accomplishment” (Burawoy 2001:158). In a 
way, GE takes heed of MSE debunking of the bounded site; yet it takes this insight into another 
direction. Proponents of a GE propose a perspective “that still locates itself firmly in places but 
which conceives those places as themselves globalized with multiple external connections, porous 
and contested boundaries, and social relations that are constructed across multiple spatial scales” 
(Gille and Ó Riain 2002:291). Therefore, the literal multiplicity of sites could be one among other 

strategies to investigate the causes and consequences of global process. Global ethnographers can 
also do research in one site by determining how it came to be imagined and created as a “local” 
place or how a place changed historically:  “The place-bound site becomes a platform from which 
a variety of place-making projects can be investigated” (Gille and Ó Riain 2002:291).  

Global ethnographies developing a “multi-site” strategy (by focusing on the movement of 
people and ideas) in part bear similarities with Marcus’s ideas. Ethnographers studying software 
developers connecting Ireland and Silicon Valley (Ó Riain 2000), nurses connecting Kerala with 
USA (George 2000); and activists connecting USA and Brazil through feminist discourses 
(Thayer 2000) deploy methodological strategies similar to Marcus’s “follow the people” or 
“follow the metaphor.” However, how global ethnographers explain the movement of ideas and 
people differs from MSE (more on this in the following section). The main contrast between MSE 
and GE in their approaches to fieldsites is the use of ethnohistory in the latter to expand the 
“bounded site.” For instance, in her study of the moribund welfare system in Hungary, Haney 
(2000) moved between state agencies observing and interviewing public officials, experts, and 
welfare recipients reshaping the practices and “discourses of need.” But Haney broke not only 
with spatial but also with temporal borders; she perused the archives of a welfare agency to 
compare the discourses of welfare recipients before and after the fall of the socialist state. 
Therefore, through the use of ethnohistory she multiplied both the “geographic” and the temporal 
sites of research. Similarly, the work of Gille (2000) on the conflicts over the installation of a 
dump site in Hungary moves “backwards” tracing the past history of the locality and moves 
“upwards” investigating the multiple scales involved in the disputes between different actors 
(local towns, the global incinerator industry, the Green party, etc).  

In short, GE (as MSE) concentrates on connections between sites, yet it does so with an 
eye to how these connections (re)produce and destabilize hierarchies in the midst of historical 
change, scrutinizing the politics of scale implicit in the production of spaces. To explain change, 
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movement and scales, GE necessarily connects their sites to broader forces, as I discuss in the 
following section.  
 
Context  
 
How can we make an argument about “global processes” using ethnography that, although multi-
sited, researches a limited number of subjects, places or connections? In his programmatic review 
article, Marcus uses the concept of world-system as shorthand to refer to this “wider world”; yet 
the world-system is for him “not the theoretically constituted holistic frame that gives context to 
the contemporary study of peoples or local subjects closely observed by ethnographers, but it 
becomes, in a piecemeal way, integral to and embedded in discontinuous, multi-sited objects of 
study” (Marcus 1995: 97). A MSE perspective may accept the possibility of a “sort of total world 
system as long as the terms of any particular macro-construct of that system are not allowed to 
stand for the context of ethnographic work” (Marcus 1995:99). In other words, the context cannot 
be reconstructed by resorting to what he calls “grand narratives” or “disembedded macro-
perspectives” since ethnographers “are trying to come to terms in shaping their objects of study in 
the absence of reliable holistic models of macroprocesses for contextualizing referents of 
research, such as ‘the world system,’ ‘capitalism,’ ‘the state,’ ‘the nation,’ etc.” (Marcus 1995: 
103). When ethnographers use these “fictions of the whole” to make sense of the world in which 
they study, “the ethnographer cannot help but to import into the closely watched life of his 
knowable community of subjects unexamined assumptions and premises about the way the larger 
world really is” (Marcus 1998:33). In other words, we should not represent the world of others 
imposing our theoretical categories.  

From a MSE perspective, the context is a problem in itself not adequately solved 
resorting to other “narratives;” “the broader context is in a sense entirely of the ethnographer’s 
and his informants’ own making, rather than attributable to more abstract and already morally 
loaded forces such as capitalism and colonialism” (Marcus 1998:121). In an anthropological 
twist, the perils of ethnocentrism are now transfigured and conjured as “theory-centrism.” Marcus 
is here wielding an argument against political economy and historical ethnography, claiming that 
“its arguments and significance are not produced or given within the frame of ethnographic work 
itself but by the contextualizing discourses and narratives in which the ethnography comes to be 
embedded” (1998:13). In contrast, Comaroff and Comaroff have argued that while one too many 
ethnographers have been worried about “theory” usurping “others” representation of themselves; 
“the masters of the market, and powerful political pragmatists, fashion new modes of extraction, 
abstraction, and explanation” (2003:155). From this perspective, rooted in historical ethnography, 
the elusiveness of the current world does not preclude an attempt to explain it. For instance, the 
Comaroffs set out the “occult economy” in South Africa as a problem that may,  

 
account for the workings of a metamorphosing capitalism that is both global in 
its reach and localized in its protean manifestations. Built into that problem is an 
effort to engage at once with the general and the particular, with variance and 
similarity, with continuity and rupture. (Comaroff and Comaroff 2003:158)  
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For Marcus, in contrast, this strategy is a form of holism that “might succumb to relying 
on ‘canned’ visions of what the world historical system is like” (Marcus 1998:39).8 Burawoy 
shares the critique to the “bounded site” made by MSE, yet on the grounds that the closure of the 
site is “militantly opposed to history and consideration of the extralocal context” (Burawoy 
2000a:8). The logic that justifies the connections between sites or the historical changes of a site 
is explained by GE as a result of larger determinations or “global forces.” For GE, ethnographies 
of global processes have to investigate how the forces of global economy –mediated through the 
still present national state- creates heterogeneous social formations depending on the 
accommodations, negotiations and resistances of the grounded “local” actors. From the GE 
perspective, the absence of any role for the nation-state in constituting place and relations 
between places is MSE’s blind-spot:  

 
If the early anthropologists reflected a period before the rise of the modern nation 
state, their contemporaries today have sprung straight from village to the world 
as though the nation had already deceased. (Burawoy 2000a:33; cf. Marcus 
1994:427)  
 
In a way, the project of GE is about determining the “broader context” of the global from 

different perspectives and attending to its variations, resistances, opportunities and 
accommodations, focusing on the multiform ways in which global capitalisms and nation states 
interact with “local” actors. In this way, GE avoids viewing “global forces” as inevitable and 
natural, and instead conceptualizes global forces “as themselves the product of contingent social 
processes” (Burawoy 2000a:29). Accordingly, global forces can create global connections 
rendering counterintuitive results. For instance, in her research of migrant nurses traveling from 
Kerala, India to Central City, USA, Sheba George (2000) explains how economic dislocations 
create the conditions for migration and at the same time how this process transforms gender 
hierarchies within Indian families living in USA.   

One of the key strategies of GE in elucidating the “broader context” of an ethnographic 
research is the use of ethno-history, a strategy at odds with the MSE perspective. Marcus, takes 
issue with historical-ethnographic explanations because they “…are not produced or given within 
the frame of ethnographic work itself but by the contextualizing discourses in which the 
ethnography comes to be embedded” (Marcus 1998:13). He argues that:  

 
Anthropologists are more actively selecting framing contexts, theoretical 
associations, and narratives for their ethnography, but they still mostly are not 
creating them within the heart of the ethnographic process of fieldwork and 
writing itself. (Marcus 1998:13) 
 

                                                 
8 In a similar vein, the project of MSE also rejects a frame inspired in Jurgen Habermas’s division 
of “life-world” and “system.” When characterizing MSE, Marcus defines it as a “mobile 
ethnography” that “destabilizes the distinction, for example, between life-world and system, by 
which much ethnography has been conceived” (1995:96). Not surprisingly, this framework is 
explicitly deployed in the articles collected in Burawoy’s Ethnography Unbound (1991). 
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In contrast, from the point of view of GE the main problem of MSE is precisely that it 
neglects any assessment of the effects of historical legacies. Thus MSE  

 
ignores the dynamic process by which sites are transformed by their external 
connections…It takes places for granted and leaves no room for accounting for 
the production and transformation of sites. In short, in multisited ethnography, 
history remains an afterthought rather than a factor that has implications for what 
can be seen as a site. (Gille and Ó Riain 2002:287-8)  
 
To remedy the problem of “postmodern fracturing and fragmentation” of studies that  

become “a pastiche of vignettes” with ethnographers acting as “tourists tripping from resort to 
resort” Michael Burawoy proposes to “…ground our ethnographies in local histories” and turn 
ethnographies in ethnohistories (2000a:5). A GE perspective cannot but take history into account, 
since when reading local contexts ethnographically signs and practices  

 
require to be inserted into the translocal processes of which they are part ab 

initio: processes –commodification, colonization, proletarianization, and the like- 
composed of a plethora of acts, facts, and utterances whose very description 
demands that we frame them in the terms of one or other Theory of History. 
(Comaroff and Comaroff 2003:161)  
 
By tracing historical change, GE follows scholars arguing that the key task is not only to 

make conceptual connections between places and theory but also to make historical connections 
between places, which in turn help us to advance in both our understanding of particular people 
and the refinement of theory (Des Chene 1997). One of the ways in which GE introduces history 
into ethnographic research is by revisiting sites previously studied or using existing ethnographies 
as a historical baseline that allows one to observe changes produced in the site/s. This strategy has 
been formalized as the “extended case method,” originally developed by the Manchester School 
(Van Velsen 1967; Gluckman 1967) and developed by Burawoy (1998). GE explicitly relies on 
this strategy, which lead us to consider first how GE and then how MSE conceive the research 
design.    
 
Research Design  
 
GE seems to join recent trends in ethnographic research emphasizing its explanatory and 
analytical capacities (e.g. Lofland 1995; Katz 2001, 2002; Snow, Morril and Anderson 2003). 
The research design proposed by GE is a dimension of the extended case method. For 
practitioners of GE, the objective of research is to strengthen and extend theory by 
accommodating “observed lacunae or anomalies:” “We try to constitute the field as a challenge to 
some theory we want to improve. What makes the field ‘interesting’ is its violation of some 
expectation and an expectation is nothing other than some theory waiting to be explicated” 
(Burawoy 2000a:28). For GE adherents, without the guidance of theory it becomes impossible to 
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know where to look, what to ask or what fieldnotes to take.9 Conversely, the Comaroffs advocate 
for anthropology “empirically grounded without being empiricist” (2003:164) to address the 
research of global configurations from an ethnographic perspective.10 Albeit taking note of the 
recent “anthropological anxieties” brought by the postmodern critique, these ethnographers 
maintain the need of relying in theory:  
 

the human world, post-anything and everything, remains the product of 
discernible social and cultural processes: processes partially indeterminate yet, in 
some measure, systematically determined; ambiguous and polyvalent, yet never 
utterly incoherent and meaningless; open to multiple constructions and contest, 
yet never entirely free of order – or the reality of power and constraint. 
(Comaroff and Comaroff 1992:xi) 11  
 
In a nutshell, portraying fieldwork as a mere “look and see” done without the guidance of 

theory is unacceptable from a GE perspective. Ethnographers inevitably always perceive, register 
and interact in the field with the aid of a theory, consciously or unconsciously. Theory and data 
inform each other, yet theory makes data possible and gives it its significance; the final aim of 
fieldwork from a GE view is to construct sound explanations of social phenomena developing 
social theory. The potential pitfall of the emphasis on theory is that it may render monolithic 
descriptions of the people studied; missing variations of behavior that may defy the theoretical 
frame (Katz 2004). In fact, one of the critiques of the founding statement of GE, is that some of 
the case studies “lack a substantial ethnographic component, relying instead on either historical 
data or scholarly interpretation. This leaves the reader with little sense of how the people most 
affected by the forces of globalization conceptualize, react to, or combat them.” (Hargrove 
2001:39; also see Burawoy et al. 2000). 

MSE, in turn, has a quite different stance regarding the role of theory in the practice of 
fieldwork. In Marcus’s perspective, “theory is held in abeyance” since it is in the experience of 
moving between field-sites that the ethnographer avoids the perils of “overtheorization.” In MSE, 
the theory emerges when positing a logic of relationship between the sites where the ethnography 
is conducted (Marcus 1998:19).12 Theory may constrict the ethnographer’s fieldwork by way of 
introducing preconceptions:  

                                                 
9 Taking to its paroxysm, the idea of doing fieldwork “without theory” equates the ethnographer 
with a character of a Jorge Luis Borges’ short story, Funes, whose ability to remember everything 
made him incapable of abstraction (Borges 1967). I owe this telling metaphor to Javier Auyero.   
10 See also the article by Comaroff and Comaroff (2003:168-170) for guidelines on the 
“methodological operations” to address these problems. 
11 In the same vein, in a “Manifesto for Ethnography” (the opening editorial of the journal 
Ethnography) the authors underlie the same preoccupation: “We are not interested in ‘grand 
theory,’ ‘pure’ scholastic reason, or ‘abstracted’ empiricism. We seek to promote ‘theoretical 
informed-ness,’ ‘sensitizing concepts,’ ‘analytic points,’ all means of teasing out patterns from 
the texture of everyday life, from ‘pure’ descriptive ethnography” (Willis and Trondman 2000). 
12 “Anthropologists are more actively selecting framing contexts, theoretical associations, and 
narrative for their ethnography, but they still mostly are not creating them within the heart of the 
ethnographic process of fieldwork and writing itself” (Marcus 1998:13).  
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For example, once we know (or analytically ‘fix’ by naming) that we are writing 
about violence, migration, the body, memory, and so forth, we have already 
circumscribed the space and dimensions of our objects of study…The mark of 
experimental, critical work is its resistance to this too-easy assimilation of the 
phenomenon of interest by any given analytic, ready-made concepts. (Marcus 
1998:187-188)  
 
In MSE, concepts commonly used to set the context of a research could only emerge 

from the fieldwork and its inscription in a text. Put another way, the fieldwork must inform theory 
and not the other way around. The ideal of research may sound familiar to sociologists utilizing 
qualitative methods, since MSE methodology resembles the inductive techniques of “grounded 
theory” (Glaser and Strauss 1967). The problem of this strategy is that may provide little 
guidance when the researcher has to make decisions in the field. For instance, Matei Candea, 
inspired by this spirit of MSE,  

 
followed people, stories, metaphors, and debates through multiple spaces both 
within ‘the village’ and without [but] in practice [this] led to a constant 
indeterminacy: how many leads to follow? How much context to seek? How 
much information is enough information? (Candea 2007:173)   
 
This is exactly the conundrum that MSE leaves for its practitioners, who risk a less than 

systematic investigation of “the field” for their reluctance to self-consciously adopt a set of 
theoretical questions at the outset.  
 
Reflexivity 
 
How ethnographies of global processes conceive the effects of the researcher’s intervention in the 
places studied? How does physical and social immersion in a delimited setting required by the 
practice of ethnography affect representations of the world/s portrayed in global or multi-sited 
ethnographies? MSE and GE offer contrasting responses to these questions. The former requires 
the ethnographer to interrogate relationships of power, in particular the ways in which informants 
are represented in texts. The latter addresses the issue mainly by reflecting on the structural 
constraints that exert an influence in the ethnographer’s categories of perception and analysis.  

The different sites the researcher observes and participates in MSE demand a continuous 
change in the spaces of interaction. These changing landscapes traversed by the multi-sited 
ethnographer demand a perpetual renegotiation of her/his identity vis-à-vis the subjects of the 
study. The multisited ethnographer moves “between public and private spheres of activity, from 
official to subaltern contexts,” and in this movement “it is bound to encounter discourses that 
overlap with his or her own” (Marcus 1995:112). The multi-site ethnography “is thus always 
conducted with a keen awareness of being within the landscape, and as the landscape changes 
across sites, the identity of the ethnographer requires renegotiation” (Marcus 1995:112). These 
changing conditions enable the ethnographer to gain insights about the ways she/he is perceived 
by others and the management of public presentation, both at the moment of fieldwork and the 
moment of writing. Reflexivity in MSE terms is then a twofold problem: a matter of analysis 
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about the unstable identity of the ethnographer in a variety of field sites, and a dimension in the 
practice of writing (see also Clifford and Marcus 1986; Peirano 1998). Turning the postmodern 
critique against Marcus, some have argued that the idea of ethnographer facing a “rupture” when 
moving between settings is problematic, since this will suppose a unitary identity that precedes 
the entrance to the field (Roberts and Sanders 2005). This indictment is especially pertinent for 
“halfie” ethnographers (Abu-Lughod 1991) that neither fit in the typical mold of the “white 
anthropologist” nor necessarily in the role of “native.” Yet beyond these critiques, what I would 
like to stress here is that reflexivity in terms of MSE turns its gaze towards silences in classical 
anthropology (namely, the omniscient narrator that bracketed colonialism) by scrutinizing the self 
of the ethnographer and her/his techniques of representation.13 Reflexivity according to MSE thus 
implies a focus on the ethnographer’s identity and her/his relationships with others, which are 
inspected in the practice of fieldwork and in the texts produced. 

Whereas MSE focuses its attention on the effects of power relations in the text (i.e. the 
“politics of representation”) and the changes in the ethnographer’s persona (her/his different 
“strategies of presentation” according to the context), GE considers how the ethnographer’s 
intervention could be a tool to scrutinize its categories of perception and its effects in the world 
she/he studies. GE researchers react against trends that view ethnography as akin to comparative 
literature, “an interpretative exercise, a political stance, which justifies the thinnest of accounts, 
the most fleeting of engagements, and the most unsystematic of observations” (Burawoy 2000b: 
341). In other words, GE is less preoccupied in textual experimentation than in avoiding a picture 
of “the global” that is a function of the socially privileged position of the researcher. Allow me to 
quote in extenso a passage of Burawoy’s conclusion of the volume Global Ethnography in order 
to illustrate this point:  

 
It is an accident that high-flying academics, hotel circuiting consultants, 
conference-hopping professionals, and netscaping virtuosos should develop 
concepts of the network society, should imagine a manichean world of placeless 
power and powerless places, should expound on time-space compression or 
aesthetic cognitive maps? … Their theories of globalization are theories of 
privileged men, who appear in a privileged air-space above the world they 
theorize. Their absence from their own accounts aspires to objectivity, but it 
cannot hide the unspoken, unreflected, stratospheric situatedness of their 
knowledges. How much of their theorizing is the projection of insulated 
journeys, unspoken genealogies, self-referential worlds? (Burawoy et al. 
2000:340)  
 
Put another way, if one of the basic tenets of ethnography is to avoid ethnocentrism, we 

should also be wary of falling into “class-centrism.” Burawoy’s critique aims more towards 

                                                 
13 In certain passages, Marcus (1998) also seems to take note of the institutional patterns that 
shape research. See, for instance, his discussion of the different inquiries posed by ethnographers 
in their “first” (i.e. PhD dissertations) and “second” projects (i.e. once the ethnographer became 
established). 
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“cosmopolitan sociologists” than to anthropologists, yet the point should not be disregarded, and 
perhaps these counterpoints between GE and MSE reflect disciplinary differences.14  

A crucial way to exert a “reflexive vigilance” could be to scrutinize the conditions of 
production and circulation of the ethnographic studies of global processes.  For instance, Englund 
and Leach remark that  

 
the constant monitoring of scholarly output…presuppose continuous presence in 
the academia…Unsurprisingly, perspectives which require a minimum of 
fieldwork, perspectives which demand instant ethnography to illustrate aspects of 
a metropolitan meta-narrative, hold increasing appeal. (2000:238-9)  
 
Others hold that “reflexivity within ethnography is not only affected by biographical 

resources…but also, perhaps more importantly, by research resources” (Roberts and Sanders 
2005:309). This point is especially pertinent when considering how neoliberalism is reshaping 
universities (Hannerz 2007), or when discussing North-South relationships within the 
anthropological field (Lins Ribeiro 2006), and issues of power within the field of global 
sociology (Burawoy 2008).15 This broader issue is beyond the scope of this article, yet an 
important way to exert a reflexive stance is to de-naturalize not only the place of the ethnographer 
in the “exotic” field-site but also in the more familiar milieu of academic research (see also 
Bourdieu 1984; Bourdieu and Wacquant 1992).     

In the preceding pages, I dissected the tenets of MSE and GE along four dimensions, an 
analysis which I attempt to summarize in Table 1.  
 
 
Table 1: GE and MSE Along Four Dimensions  

 Site/s Context Research Design Reflexivity 

Global 

Ethnography 

Different 
scales 

Capitalism 
Nation-Sate 
History 

Extension of theory Structural position 

Multi-site 

Ethnography 

Different 
locales 

 
“of the ethnographer’s and 
his informants’ own 

making” 

Theory “held in 
abeyance” 

Self and textual 
representation 

 

                                                 
14 According to Paul Rabinow, “For many years, anthropologist informally discussed fieldwork 
experiences among themselves. Gossip about an anthropologist’s field experiences was an 
important component of that person’s reputation. But such matters were not, until recently, 
written about ‘seriously’. It remains in the corridors and faculty clubs” (Rabinow 1986:253).  
15 Another point not sufficiently discussed is the influence of review boards and ethic committees 
that oversee ethnographic research, usually using a framework more suitable for the natural 
sciences. See for instance the special forum in American Ethnologist on “IRBs, Bureaucratic 
Regulation, and Academic Freedom” (2006, Vol. 33, No. 4) and also Cooper (2007); Bosk 
(2007); Lederman (2007); and Tolich and Fitzerald (2006). 
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In retrospect MSE had the virtue of widening the scope of anthropology, bringing it 
closer to cultural studies and sociology (although the “postmodern” sympathies of MSE fit better 
with the former than the latter). MSE spelled out what many ethnographers were already doing, 
providing a rationale to study transnational or global phenomena using participant observation, 
and loosening the straitjacket of the bounded field-site in anthropology.  

MSE, in short, contributed to a conversation to denaturalize the field, fieldwork and its 
translation into texts. Akhil Gupta and James Ferguson nicely captured the implications of an 
unstable fieldwork by asserting that “We might emerge from such a move with less of a sense of 
‘the field’ (in the ‘among the so-and-so’ sense) and more of a sense of a mode of study that cares 
about, and pays attention to, the interlocking of multiple social-political sites and locations” 
(1997:37) In his Ethnography Through Thick and Thin, Marcus (1998) somehow softened the 
agenda of MSE, asserting that multi-site strategies should be thought as “a research 
imaginary…rather than a set of methods that are very specifically prescriptive for the conduct of 
fieldwork and writing” (1998:6). Several scholars took heed of the methods and/or the imaginary 
proposed by Marcus’s manifesto investigating global connections in the sub-areas of legal 
anthropology (e.g. Anders 2007; Merry 2000), transnational migrations and diasporas (e.g. Hall 
2004; Fitzgerald 2006; see reviews in Routon 2006 and Santiago-Irizarry 2008) gender and work 
(e.g. Ganguly-Scrase 2003), multinational corporations and international management practices 
(e.g. Hassard, McCann and Morris 2007; Peltonen 2007), consumption relations (e.g. Bettany and 
Daly 2008), and commodity chains (Freidberg 2001). Still others have aimed to extend the 
methodological and theoretical insights of MSE (e.g. Bornstein 2007; Line 2007; Fitzgerald 
2006).16 Nevertheless, some consider there is still certain lag between the programmatic gesture 
of MSE and the ethnographic research of global processes.17  

If MSE brings sociology and anthropology closer, then GE reinvigorates ethnography 
within sociology. Unlike anthropology, where ethnography has been established as the canonic 
method, it has been marginalized in the discipline of sociology (see, for instance, the account of 
Burawoy 2000a:7-15). GE provides useful guidelines to study global processes ethnographically 
without accepting the postmodern premises of MSE. In other words, GE offers a toolkit for 
scholars interested in analyzing global process, allowing them to attend to local meanings without 
losing perspective of the mediating role of the national state or the impinging forces of global 
capitalism(s). Some researchers have followed these guidelines and produced work in the areas of 
migration (e.g. Paerregaard 2008), gender and work (Otis 2008; Poster 2002), the dynamics 
between global process and world’s sub-regions (e.g. Chong 2007; Gille 2004), and the role of 
financial organisms in fostering “globalization” (e.g. Goldman 2006). With the hype about 
“globalization” now withering away, GE offers a significant point of departure to problematize 

                                                 
16 See also Coleman and Von Hellerman (forthcoming) for a review of MSE. 
17 To witness, see the following appraisal in an anthropological forum: “If you were to mention a 
field, topic, or approach that is sorely lacking in current anthropological dealings with the global 
world what would that be? Only in the sense that there was this rush of programmatic 
announcements followed by a smaller number studies of diasporas, media forums, and corporate 
networks, so the actual ethnography of the global is still largely lacking. That is the reason I am 
saying we still need to work at the methods, because if we are not counting programmatic 
statements we still have a very small corpus of ethnographic work. I think the question on how to 
do work on some of these new topics is still being worked out” (Hirsch et al. 2007:122). 
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disembodied and abstract accounts of global processes (e.g. Giddens 1990; Beck 2005) and 
provides a perspective that can be reconciled and put into dialogue with sociological debates.     

 
 

CONCLUSION 

 
In this article I hope to have shown the contributions that ethnography can make to 
understanding, explaining and researching the contemporary “global situation.” The first part of 
the article concentrated on discussions that may bring disciplinary reflexivity into the study of 
global processes. More specifically, recent global ethnographers caution us to avoid taking 
“globalization” for granted. Instead global ethnographers are urged to problematize ready-made 
concepts that describe as much as inscribe/prescribe the ways in which they imagine and 
investigate “the global” and “the local.” Ethnography can counterbalance certain tendencies in the 
social sciences that see the global situation in economistic, totalizing, monolithic or evolutionary 
terms. An ethnographic perspective, always attentive to situations and interactions in concrete 
settings, can show that the global is not a unitary phenomena but a diversity of projects. 
Ethnography can help to ground globalization by showing how global “flows” always have to 
make terrain, i.e. how forces with global reach always interact with actors at the national and 
“local” scale. This contribution not only enhances our imaginations of the global providing a 
view “from below.” In fact, one of the points ethnographers of the global have made is that 
ethnography do not need to be constricted to exemplify the “local impact” of global processes. 
Rather, ethnographic research has demonstrated that the pair global/local never has to be 
confused with a geographical scale (New York is not “more global” than a village of the so-called 
periphery) neither should be equated with the binary universal/particular. For global 
ethnographers, global and local are scales that are constructed as political projects (i.e. as a 
function of relations of power) and for MSE those are dimensions that must emerge from the 
point of view of the sites where the fieldwork is done and not assumed by fiat. Therefore, one of 
the contributions made by an ethnographic gaze is that it forces us to be more critical about 
concepts such as “globalization” or the binary global/local, demanding to perceive them as 
cultural constructs and not simple reflections of “what is going on in the world,” thus avoiding 
the perils of a naïve constructivism or a positivistic realism.    

In the second part of the article, I explored the counterpoints that can be inferred from a 
close reading of the projects proposing a “multi-site” or a “global” ethnography, focusing on four 
dimensions. These differences between MSE and GE can be seen as the effect of broader and 
older disputes. Broader, because they show how MSE and GE are embedded in larger changes 
affecting the social sciences, the “literary/hermeneutic turn” in the case of MSE (e.g. Marcus and 
Cushman 1982) and the impact of the “historical turn” in the case of GE. Older, because these 
contrasts can be interpreted as a re-edition of tensions between “cultural” and “material” 
orientations within anthropology, which although never purely or overtly stated they still survive 
in the everyday interactions and rites of the discipline (Winslow 2007).18  

                                                 
18 The contrasts between MSE and GE also may be reflecting disciplinary frictions between 
sociologists and anthropologists. See for example the following telling dialogue:  
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As it can be inferred, the highlighted contrasts are methodological as much as theoretical 
and epistemological. Rather than categorize “multi-sited” or “global” ethnographies as mutually 
exclusive projects, the goal of the second section was modest. Basically I sought to clarify points 
of incommensurability between these two perspectives to caution scholars against using them 
interchangeably.19 Although I do not assert that MS and GE are necessarily incompatible, MSE 
and GE offer distinctive responses to similar theoretical and methodological questions. Although 
with parallel inquiries, the two approaches may lead researchers down divergent paths. For 
instance, a MSE perspective is related to post-modern epistemology and has a parallel stance vis-
à-vis participant observation as “grounded theory.” In contrast, a GE perspective is related to a 
critical or pragmatic realism and analytic ethnography.  

We know that both “realist” and “postmodern” ethnographies have shortcomings and 
insights. The point of this article, however, was not to reach a “middle ground,” taking what is 
more valuable in each perspective; neither was it to entertain abstract epistemological debates. 
Rather my aim was to enrich a pragmatist point of view about how we do ethnography. If, as 
some have argued, research is a process that entails continuous decision-making, then this review 
can be conceived as a provisional map that may help to inform those choices.20 Both MSE and 
GE can certainly be sources of inspiration, still my guess is that when the ethnographer has to 
submit a grant proposal or make sense of the data collected, she/he will probably realize that 
certain types of data are more readily illuminated with some categories of questions, perspectives 
and authors over others. In conclusion, this article may be seen as an exercise and a map aimed to 
contribute towards post-globalist ethnographies.  
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